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Advanced Th'-i-mv in 

Epilepsy 

This is the first edition of a book 
focused to describe advanced therapies 
for patients with epilepsy. It 
is the fruit of an international 
collaboration, with the participation of experts from all over the 
world and with a predominance of authors from the US. The book 
is divided into 59 chapters. The book makes a comprehensive 
review of the different types of treatment for epilepsy, including 
medical and surgical treatments. Also some new therapies such as 
neurostimulation are reviewed. In addition there are chapters on 
diagnostic tests such as EEG and imaging, aspects of 
epidemiology, epileptic syndromes and some interesting chapters 
on neurophysiology and pathology. 

One of the strongest parts of this book is the review of currently 
available medications available for patients with epilepsy. The 
book reviews, in a comprehensive manner, the most important 
aspects of the main medications used for patients with epilepsy. 
One of the most recommended sections of this book, are the 
chapters on the new generation of antiseizure medications such as 
topiramate, levetiracetam, lamotrigine and others. These chapters 
will be useful for professionals in the field of epilepsy and also for 
residents and fellows in training. The book includes some 
interesting chapters such as the one that reviews the systemic 
metabolic consequences of antiepileptic medications and the 
chapter related to epileptic drug treatment in special populations. 
Another useful chapter is written by Dr. Andres Kanner about the 

practical treatment strategies of psychiatric comorbidities in 
epilepsy. This chapter reviews the pharmacological treatment for 
depression and other psychiatric comorbidities in patients with 
epilepsy. These chapters will be very useful for potential readers 
of this book. 

Regarding non-medical therapies, the book reviews aspects of 
epilepsy surgery and aspects of neurostimulation. The chapter on 
vagal nerve stimulation is highly recommended. Dr. Kossof 
presents a good description of the technique, its efficacy and 
safety. Other chapters such as the one on dietary therapy for 
epilepsy and immunotherapy in epilepsy are also very well written 
and helpful. 

There are a good number of chapters concerning specific 
epilepsy syndromes. I enjoyed reading some of the chapters such 
as the one on Landau-Kleffner syndrome and language and the 
chapter written by Dr. E. Wirrel on generalized seizures and 
generalized epilepsy syndromes. Regarding miscellaneous topics 
the chapter by Dr. Sarnat and Florez-Sarnat is very comprehensive, 
and few books explore aspects of pathology in patients with 
intractable epilepsy. The rest of the chapters on diagnostic tests 
and epidemiology balance the book very well. The DVD with 
seizures contains very good examples and is highly recommended 
for residents and fellows. 

I strongly recommend the book but I would like to remark that 
most of the content of this book is highly specialized and probably 
is more suited for physicians who continuously evaluate patients 
with epilepsy or interested people working in epilepsy programs. 

Jose F. Tellez Zenteno 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada 
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